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It is easy to order your printing plates online - they are normally posted for next working day delivery!

Create your artwork on your computer to the EXACT size required. Choose any TrueType Font and import any black and 
white clipart, if required (no grey areas or logos or coloured artwork). Your plate will be received exactly as per your 
artwork!

To order a plate, simply measure the area taken up with your design and enter the number of square mm on our 
recommended suppliers website in order to work out the cost of your plates. The company that makes the plates are not 
concerned with how simple or how complicated your design is - their prices are purely based on the total amount of metal 
used to make your plate eg. how many square mm.

If you wish to have you plates cut to individual designs as shown below, please mark this will a thin hairline line - we have 
used pink colour line here to show where we require our cuts.

Please do not forget to enter the number of cuts you require at checkout as our recommended suppliers make a small 
modest charge per cut.

If you group several plates together like we have done below, the cost per plate can come down and save you money!

We recommend ordering 3 Gauge Magnesium Plates (These are about  1/4" thick).

What you charge your customer is very much up to you. I do not think it is unreasonable to add around 35-50% mark-up 
on top. For example, if a plate costs you £10.00, it should be OK to charge £13.50 -£15.00 or more. You may even waive 
this cost depending on the size of the potential order and how regular they will come back to you.

Do not forget, if you are creating the artwork, you may wish to charge your customer for this service too - but once again, 
this is really down to you if you wish.

Ordering your Hot Foil Plates

If a customer pays for the Plate, then technically 
speaking it is their property and they can ask for 
it back at any time.

Most customers will let their printer hold onto 
their plate for safe-keeping. 

It is a good idea to order Plates once you have 
several to send as that will save you money and 
perhaps even give you more profit. However, 
customers these days require a much more 
prompt service and I would personally not wait 
for orders to pile up before ordering Plates as 
that will likely delay  shipping out orders.
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Please Note: Plates always are supplied in reverse so 
when you print, they will print the correct way around.



We accept Artwork in many forms, both Digital & Camera Ready. 

WE ALWAYS PREFER TO USE VECTOR ART WORK WHERE POSSIBLE AS THIS GIVES THE BEST QUALITY.

Please send us files as they are to be printed, NOT reversed or inverted. We will perform this process at our end.

Digital Artwork /Photoshop Files
We accept Digital files from virtually any Graphics Program. We prefer to use PDF files with ALL FONTS CONVERTED TO 
OUTLINES as our main workflow. The only exception would be PHOTOSHOP files which we would always request the PSD file. Any 
text elements need to be converted to objects before being sent to us. To do this, go to "Layers" and select "Type" then "Convert to 
shape" and save as a PSD file. PLEASE ENSURE YOU MAKE A COPY FIRST AS YOU WILL LOSE TYPE EDITABILITY ONCE 
THIS ACTION HAS BEEN PERFORMED

We understand that these requirements can't always be met and if this is the case, please contact us and send what you have. We are 
always available to discuss the best way for you to transfer your Artwork to us.

Strokes/Outlines
Please consider a hairline or .25pt to be the minimum thickness achievable. 

Colour
Please ensure that files are in Black & White. Black needs to be CMYK with K@100% and 0% for ALL OTHER VALUES. White needs 
to be 0% for ALL VALUES.

Camera Ready
This needs to be of a high quality, preferably Laser Output at a minimum of 600dpi & Black on White. Output in any other color may not 
give good results, and although we can sometimes improve such copy, an Artwork charge would be incurred.
Bitmaps For Hot Foil
These need to be a minimum of 600dpi. We would prefer to use 1200dpi wherever possible for the best results. They also need to be 
MONOCHROME / Black & White.

Bitmaps For Letterpress
If photographs are incorporated in your artwork, they need to be sent as GRAYSCALE / CMYK / RGB to the highest resolution you can 
achieve.

If for any reason you need Artwork producing, we are well equiped to meet your requirements. Our only stipulation is that we are 
provided with instructions that are as accurate as possible. We will supply an email proof for your approval as part of the ordering 
process.

Additional notes:
If  sending jpeg files compression must be set at the maximum quality (i.e.12) or the pixellation caused by compression will render the 
file unsuitable for making a plate from.

Files sent as Word or Microsoft Publisher documents cannot be accepted; if using software like this then the files should be exported as 
PDFs and you should provide numerical sizes to ensure the plates are made to the correct size.

Disclaimer
The above information is supplied by our recommended suppliers and is given in good faith. Neither them or we shall be held 
responsible for any issues arising out of the above  whatsoever.

For a list of our recommended suppliers, please refer to the last page of the Instruction Manual or please contact us.

The information below is provided by our recommended plate making supplier. 

Presenting your artwork online
when ordering your Hot Foil Plates

Don’t worry if what is mentioned below sounds complicated - just create your artwork as we have done on the previous 
page ensuring it is to the correct size and in Black and White before you upload it to our recommended suppliers website. 
If you are really stuck, you can always speak the plate making company directly by phone or e-mail.
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